Abstract. New measurements of ion energies and currents in
Introduction
Type I Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) can carry a significant fraction of their energy,
ELM W
to main chamber plasma facing components (PFC) in divertor tokamaks and can be the dominant source of the first wall thermal load and impurity sputtering (e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). In ITER, unmitigated Type I ELM energy losses will be an order of magnitude larger compared with present tokamaks. The ELM-wall interaction will be an issue for the first wall lifetime and tritium retention [11, 12] (in case of Be PFC) and impurity production [13, 14] (if Be will be replaced by tungsten PFCs).
Recognized as a matter of concern for ITER, the ELM-wall interaction has been intensively studied by a number of diagnostics (see references above). These measurements agree that each ELM consists of a number of field aligned filaments, expelled at different toroidal locations on the plasma low field side into the scrape-off layer (SOL). Qualitatively similar ELM features have been reproduced by non-linear MHD simulations [15] [16] [17] . As they propagate across the SOL, propelled by electrostatic interchange motions [18] , some filaments break into smaller fragments before hitting the first wall as observed in [5] . There, the deposited fraction of the ELM energy increases with ELM W in exchange for smaller relative divertor loading [2, 5, [19] [20] [21] . These observations are consistent with the predicted filament radial propagation speed α ELM r W v ∝ with 5 . 0 = α [18] . The measured r v follows similar trends in some experiments (e.g. [20] ), but there are cases in which it does not [22] [23] [24] , suggesting that the propagation mechanism is not fully understood.
In the SOL, data gathered by Langmuir probes (LPs) reveal the rich temporal structure of ion current and electron temperature throughout an ELM (e.g. [4, 10, 23, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and references therein). Ion current observed by LPs during ELMs is found to be significantly higher compared to inter-ELM periods, with a somewhat lower increase of the electron temperature [29] . The most obvious explanation is that fast transport parallel to field lines cools the ELM electrons as filaments propagate into the far SOL (defined grossly as a region ~2-3 heat flux density e-folding lengths outside the separatrix). The intensity of the ELM-wall interaction is thus determined mainly by the energies carried into the far SOL by less mobile ions in the ELM filaments.
4 midplane) were operational in the present experiment [38, 39] . RFA measurements were obtained in lower single null H-mode discharges in deuterium with the edge plasma parameters compiled in Table 1 . A representative magnetic equilibrium is shown in Fig * mitigated ELMs ** unmeasurable 
RFA set up
A bidirectional RFA used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 2 . The probe is mounted on the horizontal scanning drive located on the plasma outboard side, 31 cm above the machine equatorial plane as indicated in Fig. 1 . The RFA axis is aligned with the local magnetic field, meaning that the probe is sensitive to the ion velocity component parallel to B.
The "i-side" RFA faces in the direction towards the outer divertor and the "e-side" RFA is looking along field lines into the inner divertor, referring to the ion and electron B×∇B drift directions. As shown in Fig. 3 , each of the two analysers consists of a set of semi-permeable grids and a collector, separated from the plasma by a thin plate in which a narrow slit is cut.
The slit plate serves to protect the delicate grids from intense plasma irradiation, while admitting enough ions to produce a measurable current on the collector ( c I Table 1 ). Fig. 4 consists of a number of bursts lasting several tens of µs, separated by up to several hundred µs, interwoven with smaller spikes. In most ELMs, the large current bursts are not clearly separated, indicating that any filament statistics (e.g. number of filaments per ELM, filament duration at half maximum and filament separation) would strongly depend on the filament detection thresholds. Fig. 4 also illustrates a general observation that even in similar ELMs, the time evolution of sat j does not follow a universal pattern throughout an ELM. In some ELMs the amplitude of the current bursts decreases during the ELM, whilst in many events the amplitude changes randomly throughout, as already pointed out for example in [30] . The first observation would indicate that more intense filaments travel faster radially and are less depleted by parallel losses before reaching the probe as suggested e.g. in [24] . The latter observation would reflect the stochastic nature of an ELM: each filament may be ejected into the SOL at slightly different radial position, some filaments may disintegrate before reaching the far SOL [5, 18] (which in turn may affect their time of flight to the probe) or overlap when striking the RFA, producing a time trace unique to each ELM. 
ELM-averaged ion current density and temperature
Although the filamentary structure is unique to each ELM, as seen from figures 4 [10] . However, the peculiar dependence of the ion slit transmission factor on the sheath potential and the incident ion energy [44] make such estimates very uncertain.) The particle and energy content can strongly differ in consecutive filaments of a single ELM, raising the question of how meaningful the assignment of average quantities to such a dynamic structure can be. However, given the stochastic nature of ELM wall loading [45] , it is the average current and energy carried by ELM ions across the SOL which is of practical interest when addressing the ELM-wall interaction issues. Note that // L is roughly constant for all discharge series. Despite the variation of the radial efolding length jsat λ , Fig. 9 , the values of ELM sat j measured for different discharge series are surprisingly similar.
ELM-averaged ion current density
In Fig. 9 , jsat λ measured in the discharge series #1-#6 is plotted against ELM W . In this figure (as well as in the following figures) mitigated ELMs are plotted as full symbols to highlight that they are different type of ELM-like events compared with unmitigated Type I ELMs [39] . If the mitigated ELMs are ignored in Fig. 9 
can be used to relate jsat λ and r v . Fig. 9 thus suggests that on average the radial speed with which the ELM filaments travel across the SOL increases with the ELM size. The same conclusion was reached from experimental observations in DIII-D [46] and JET [21] . We return to this point in the following sections. synchronized with the bursts of sat j . These current bursts can be associated with turbulent plasma filaments passing the probe, as observed earlier e.g. in Ref. [48] . The fact that the bursts of c I are observed at 1 g V when the collector current is normally absent indicates that the turbulent filaments carry ions which are more energetic than those of the surrounding background plasma. Investigating the generation rate of and the ion energies in these turbulent inter-ELM filaments using the same approach as in Ref. [49] for the L-mode discharges in AUG would be a good subject for future work.
ELM ion temperature
The procedure illustrated in Fig. 10 is applied for all plasma pulses from ( )
The values of // L′ and // L ′ ′ are obtained from the magnetic field lines tracing. In Fig. 14 [24] .
A note is required regarding the comparison with earlier measurements of r v in Type I ELMs in the AUG far SOL [24, 25] . In earlier experiments r v was obtained in individual ELM filaments from the time difference in the signals between two separated probes [25] , and from the probe measurements of the poloidal electric field [24] . This is in contrast to the present ELM-averaged quantities which are determined by the most intense filaments of a given ELM and thus might be more relevant when addressing the issues of the ELM-wall interaction. In order to allow for consistent comparison with the present experiment, the values of r v obtained earlier in the AUG far SOL [24] were averaged over the six first filaments of each ELM with the negative values of r v excluded. As can be seen in Fig. 14, average radial filament propagation speed obtained in this way shows a dependence on ELM W , albeit much weaker than that estimated from the RFA measurements. Typical camera images taken during and just after a Type I ELM ( 50 = ELM W kJ) are illustrated in Fig. 16 . The blurred edge of the probe housing results from the imperfections in the camera focusing combined with the edge chamfering (to prevent excessive thermal loading). The bright spot observed during an ELM at 48 ≈ ∆ sep r mm is the orifice in the housing, behind which the RFA slit plate is located (Fig. 2) , and at which In the far SOL, the length of the field lines between the OL and the RFA is a factor of ~10 shorter compared with // L between RFA and the outer divertor. Because of the short parallel distance between the RFA and the OL, the length of the field lines between the RFA and the outer divertor is almost the same as the one between the OL and the outer divertor in the absence of the probe. Note also that the effective disturbance length [53] of both, the OL and the RFA (up to several tens of meters), is longer than // L between the OL and the outer divertor (up to 10 meters, Fig. 8 ). Therefore, q λ monitored along the probe head is likely the same as the one that would be measured along the OL in the absence of the probe. 
with the heat transmission coefficient γ given by Eq. (25.46) in [56] : The bottom panels in Fig. 17 show the time evolution of q λ obtained from Nonetheless, a similar relation between the heat flux density and the ion current e-folding lengths was previously observed in the AUG far SOL in [30] . Comparable values of jsat λ and q λ was taken as an indication that the convection dominates the far SOL ELM heat transport.
v r : comparison with the parallel loss model
Previous sections suggest that the measured r v tends to increase with ELM W . This evidence is reconciled here with the predictions of a simple fluid model of the parallel ELM transport developed in [33] and used to interpret earlier RFA and IR camera observations in JET [4, 5, 22, 33, 49, 58] and AUG [10] . In the model, the ELM filament transport is described in the filament frame of reference by the temporal evolution of a Gaussian wave packet in which the initial particle and energy content decreases due to parallel losses to the Table 1 ), thermal coupling of ions and electrons has almost no effect on filament ELM i T . Moreover, as will be shown in In Fig. 21 Nevertheless, the trend is consistent with earlier thermographic measurements (i.e. the fraction of ELM W deposited outside the divertor increases with the ELM energy) [2, 5, [19] [20] [21] .
